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Stand Up Buckets (also known as Mini Skid Steer Buckets) are designed to bring the same high-quality performance  
of a full-size bucket to walk behind skid steers. Small Machine Buckets feature a reinforced construction with added 

strength at the bucket radius and added support at the bucket heel. Four additional skid plates are 
located on the bottom of the bucket, as well as two on the side, to protect against hard materials.

When you need a bucket to move mulch, snow, wood shavings, gravel and other light materials, 
Arrow’s mulch bucket is an excellent choice. The bucket’s unique design allows for easy removal 
of material. The window gives the operator increased visibility. The inside of the bucket is fully 
welded for added strength and to prevent rusting in the seams. 

Strong and Functional
Reinforced bucket radius adds strength  
and makes clean out simple.

Back Drag Away
Square reinforced heel provides  
additional support. Great for back dragging. 

Optional Teeth Available
A wide variety of teeth are available. 

STAND UP 
BUCKET

MULCH BUCKET

TELEHANDLER BUCKET
The Arrow Telehandler Bucket is an industry favorite for telehandler 
operators. Side and bottom skid plates help resist wear, extending 
the bucket’s lifespan. Additional reinforcement provides the bucket 
with more capacity for larger loads. The bucket also features a  
radiused inside for easy cleanout.

* Telehandler Buckets have the option to add standard or flush mount teeth. 

No Wear to Be Found
Side and bottom skid plates help resist wear.

Increased Capacity
Additional reinforcement provides the bucket with more capacity  
for larger loads.

Easy Empty
Cleanout is simple with the bucket’s radiused design.

PART 
NUMBER

OUTSIDE 
WIDTH

CUBIC
YARD

CUTTING 
EDGE WEIGHT

3207212W _ _ _ 72 in 1.2 Welded 710

3207212B _ _ _ 72 in 1.2 Bolt On 781

3209615W _ _ _ 96 in 1.5 Welded 910

3209625W _ _ _ 96 in 2.5 Welded 1,135

3209615B _ _ _ 96 in 1.5 Bolt On 1,005

3209625B _ _ _ 96 in 2.5 Bolt On 1,231

CALL TODAY TO DESIGN YOUR CUSTOM FORKS
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The Skid Steer Grapple Bucket functions the same as Arrow Skid Steer  
Buckets with the addition of grapple arms. The Grapple Bucket is great 
for moving scrap, logs, lumber, and bulky materials. Individual 3,000 PSI 
hydraulic cylinders power two 0.75 in steel grapple arms. The four bottom 
skid plates and two reinforced side plates provide added durability. 
Additionally, the low-profile design allows for increased visibility while
the 42 inches of height increases capacity.

Built to Last
Two 2 in 3,000 PSI heavy-duty 
cylinders with cylinder guards 
ensure long-term use without 
damaging cylinders. 

Heavy-Duty Durability
Grapple arm hinge points use  
self-lubricating bronze bushings.

See More, Be Safe
Low-profile design allows for 
increased visibility without 
sacrificing capacity.

PART 
NUMBER

CUTTING
EDGE

OUTSIDE 
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BUCKET 
DEPTH

CUBIC
YARD

HEIGHT 
CLOSED

HEIGHT 
OPEN

INSIDE 
OPENING

WEIGHT
ESTIMATE

2306605WUNG Weld On 66 in 30 in .6 28 in 47 in 42 in 820 lb

2307206WUNG Weld On 72 in 30 in .7 28 in 47 in 42 in 840 lb

2306605BUNG Bolt On 66 in 30 in .6 28 in 47 in 42 in 820 lb

2307206BUNG Bolt On 72 in 30 in .7 28 in 47 in 42 in 840 lb

FORK MOUNTED 

BUCKET

GRAPPLE 
BUCKET

The heavy-duty Fork Mounted Bucket is 
perfect for quick small jobs. Just mount the 
bucket directly to your pre-existing forks. 
Telehandler operators love this bucket’s 
ability to quickly collect materials from 
high, hard-to-reach places. Additionally, the 
reinforced construction adds to the bucket’s 
durability and extends its service life.

Fork Mountable
Slide the bucket directly onto your preexisting forks  
and pin behind forks to secure bucket in place.

The Fastest Bucket Around
The fork-mounted design makes this 
bucket perfect for small jobs with little time.

A Telehandler Favorite
Telehandler operators love this bucket’s 
ability to quickly collect materials from high, 
hard-to-reach places.

PART 
NUMBER

CUBIC 
YARD STRUCK INSIDE 

WIDTH
OUTSIDE 

WIDTH HEIGHT DEPTH CUTTING 
EDGE WEIGHT

3206015WFM 1.5 1.1 58.5 in 60 in 29 in 54 in Welded 675 lb

3207218WFM 1.8 1.4 70.5 in 72 in 29 in 54 in Welded 795 lb

3209625WFM 2.5 1.9 94.5 in 96 in 29 in 54 in Welded 1,025 lb

3206015BFM 1.5 1.1 58.5 in 60 in 29 in 54 in Bolt On 675 lb

3207218BFM 1.8 1.4 70.5 in 72 in 29 in 54 in Bolt On 795 lb

3209625BFM 2.5 1.9 94.5 in 96 in 29 in 54 in Bolt On 1,025 lb
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